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ANNUAL ASSESSMENTS

Staff appraisals with Jira and Confluence
Staff appraisals are one of the main tasks of every enterprise’s
management, as they are one of the most important instruments
to promote your employees’ motivation, to transparently convey
your goals and to maintain communication. The necessary
expenditure is often underestimated, the documentation itself
often turns out very heterogeneous. This might lead to the
management perceiving these tasks in different ways – with all
related consequences. With Jira and Confluence, you concentrate
all necessary information in one place, you do not lose any time
with manually evaluating any filled-out forms, can directly
evaluate all of your employee’s tasks and can consequently track
your teams’ development over the years.

Atlassian functionality concerning annual assessments
central availability of all the important data as a basis of your staff appraisals
automated reminder function for all your appointments
combination and documentation of your agreements, goals, and tasks
evaluation of your staff monitoring through individual masks and dashboards
central overview of task fulfillment and development of employees, departments, and project teams
visualization of your capacity utilization rate
gathering of feedback and improvement suggestions

Our services for annual assessment with Atlassian
consulting concerning licensing and acquisition of your Atlassian licenses
consulting and support from piloting to roll-out
installation and implementation of Atlassian products
masks, arrays, and workflows adjusted to your requirements
definition and implementation of the roll and authorization concept
scalable configuration of the Atlassian tools and add-ons
implementation of all necessary reports and dashboards
integration of Atlassian products into existing intranet solutions, realization of interfaces to
databases
trainings and workshops for users, key users, and administrators

Your advantages
staff appraisals take place quicker, easier, and more comfortable
assessment appointments cannot be missed
extensive basis for staff appraisals at the push of a button
overview of all current developments in your enterprise
better basis for planning in the future
more acceptance in your enterprise thanks to your uniform procedure for your
management

